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Megan Fox is back in the action-packed thriller 

Transformers star Megan Fox, most recently seen in family film Think Like A Dog, tackles a thrilling new role as a 

battle-hardened mercenary in ROGUE, an explosive action saga. As team leader O’Hara, she leads a lively squad of 

soldiers on a daring mission: rescue hostages from their captors in remote Africa. But as the mission goes awry and 

the team is stranded, O’Hara’s squad must face a bloody, brutal encounter with a gang of rebels — and the horde 

of ravenous, enraged lions. 

Megan Fox says she welcomed the challenge of this role. "I was instantly drawn to Rogue because it wasn't just 

your typical action film, it had a message, a cause, it was an opportunity to promote something important...and I 

loved the script. It was fun, and the writing was smart and witty,".  

“This isn't a documentary, this is a fun-filled, high-paced action movie, but there's an opportunity to really learn 

something here about a cruel, vile industry, that isn't talked about so often, and the fact that human beings 

continue to hunt beautiful creatures to the point of extinction is horrific," says Megan. 

ROGUE is directed by MJ Bassett (Silent Hill: Revelation). Bassett also directed multiple episodes of the hit TV series 

POWER (on Stan) while working under an exclusive contract with Starz. 

As MJ comments, "Rogue is ultimately supposed to be a really entertaining, fast-paced, scary, edge-of-your-seat 

action thriller, with a kick-ass female heroine and some good jokes in there too’’. 

 

ROGUE launches exclusively 

on Home Entertainment* December 2nd, 2020 

 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 

 

*Apple TV App, Foxtel Store, Fetch, Google Play, Telstra TV Box Office, Playstation Video, YouTube Movies 

JB Hi Fi, Sanity, Big W, Amazon 
*Title availability may vary 


